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Abstract
The environment in which human operate is capable of affecting its activities in many ways
depending on many factors, such as, the amount of temperature, moisture, light, vibration, humility,
smoke/fire, sudden car engine failure, etc. The identification of the various factors affecting the
environment can help in the development of better intervention methods for finding solutions to our
environment. Building wireless sensor networks is one way to help identify some of these
environmental problems. For example identifying fire on a burning building in a remote area is
possible through this systems, and can lead to timely intervention of the fire services. Wireless
communication is rapidly growing, making it possible to design wireless network systems that can
constantly collect, analyze, evaluate and validate our environment to get more control of the factors
that influent it. Unlike wired network designs, wireless network designs create more flexibility in
handling these environmental issues. For this reason, a wireless sensor network system that is
capable of handling this situation is implemented. The system is developed based on the opensource hardware platform Arduino. The system is low cost and highly scalable, making it well suited
for environmental monitoring. For our requirements, the sensor nodes are made small as
possible(nano types) while utilizing the type of sensors called the 1-wire sensors. Unlike the earlier
analog sensor types that make use of only the analog pins on the controller, the 1-wire sensors used
in this project are digital based. Specifically, the 1-wire DS18B20 temperature sensors were used in
this project. With this type of sensors, many can be driven on a single digital pin on the controller. A
single sensor node is therefore able of supporting several 1 -wire sensors with the few available
digital pins on the controller. This makes the sensor nodes highly scalable in sensor devices. To keep
the sensor nodes alive, the voltage of the battery used in powering the sensor node is also monitored
from a voltage sensor. A system is implemented that will automatically connect a new sensor node
that will come in range with the system base receiving node to track down information from the
sensors. Data is sent and received via the nRF24L01(+) radio modules. A user interface is made
available for remote access. An HTTP web server is constructed at the base receiving station so that
the received data can be retrieved on a PC via a Web browser. An overall system architecture, the
design of hardware and software used in this project are presented in details. Some tracked example
measurement results are also presented to demonstrate the usefulness of the system.

Keywords:

Arduinno, nRf24L01+, 1-Wire, Dynamic, wireless sensor network, Auto-detect,
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1.

Introduction

A wireless sensor network is a wireless network consisting of spatially distributed autonomous
devices using sensors to monitor physical or environmental conditions (SECTION 8.0 reference [1]).
In researching on this project, it reveals that monitoring using wireless sensor network technologies
have been developing rapidly throughout the years. Many applications use this technology. These
technologies have been employed, for example, to monitor heart beat rate (SECTION 8 reference
[2]), weather (SECTION 8 reference [3], in agriculture ( SECTION 8 reference [4] and [5]) and many
other situations. The advantage of this systems/technologies is obvious as it has significantly reduce
the cost and extra work of wiring, and also allow configurations that permit data communication
over longer distances. In addition, terminals can easily be moved and devices use less power. Many
of these, however, have been built using old type analog sensors that used the microcontroller
analog pins (see SECTION 8.0 reference [6] for example), thus limiting the number of sensors that can
be used for monitoring. The digital 1-Wire sensors were used in this project as already mentioned.
Recent developments of wireless sensor networks shows a new direction of developments in opensource hardware/software. This paper takes advantage of the Arduino open-source hardware
platform and the nRF24L01+ radio module to present a developed dynamic wireless sensor network
system. This is a low cost design, easy to maintain as compared to earlier wired and/or other radio
standard designed networks. Environmental disasters, such as heavy storms pulling off roofs or trees
are good example cause of failure to wired networks, making it difficult to maintain especially when
implemented over longer distances.
Therefore, some of the major obstacles for a sensor networks to become transformable in
engineering, commercial, and scientific application in the past, had being in its lack of flexibility,
scalability, reliability, lasting operation and maintenance. Some of these challenges may be handled
by the network system implemented in this project. This system leave room for future automatic
addition or detection of more designed sensor nodes that comply with the system.
An overall system architecture of the sensor network system comprises of the base station, sensor
nodes, PC/Laptop, router, internet and the links, as shown in Figure 1 below. How this system
operates will be explain in subsequent sections.
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Base Station
Web Application
Ethernet Shield

internet

User Interface
(LCD)
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Figure. 1 System architecture

A sensor node is comprised of Arduino NANO microcontroller(μC) board, number of sensors, and a
nRF24L01+ radio transceiver module. The base station coordinates the network system, it comprises
of Arduino UNO microcontroller(μC) board, and use the same radio module as the sensor nodes, to
support remote access and administration of sensor nodes. To access the sensor nodes and the data
from the outside world, an Ethernet Shield is mounted on the Arduino UNO board. This arrangement
enables the development of a web application on the base station using HTTP web server. Users,
through internet connection can access the sensor data from the web application. Alongside the web
services, the LCD display and the Arduino software serial monitor are made available for remote
monitoring. The network system designed in this project can be use for small-scale environmental
monitoring.
The system forms a star network in which each sensor node is connected to a central node(the base
station), as shown in Figure.1 above. An advantage of this star topology is the simplicity of adding
additional nodes. The primary disadvantage of the star topology is of a single point of failure. For
example, the whole system fails when there is failure on the base station.
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1.1 Scope of the thesis
A Dynamic Wireless Sensor Network System based on the Arduino platform will be implemented.
The system will consist of a Base station that will communicate wirelessly with a number of sensor
nodes for environmental monitoring. 1-Wire sensors will be used. The sensor nodes will be battery
powered. The base station will be responsible for the user interface where administration of sensors
will take place. It will automatically detect new sensor devices that are in range, establish a
connection, evaluate the sensor type and decide what type of data this sensor devices will send and
what entities they measure, and then add the sensor to the user interface. The system will also
update frequency, detect error, and will report these to the user interface. When a sensor is out of
range or a battery is going bad this will be detected and shown in the user interface. A solution will
be provided to keep the sensor nodes small and power efficient.

1.2 Outline of the thesis
First, the topic , the problem, and the overall system architecture are introduced. The scope is then
presented. Once a general idea of what the thesis is all about is known, we started building concepts
to develop the sections that followed. This will include, a presentation of the system hardware and
the system design. The system design will be presented as a design for the sensor nodes and the base
node where the hardware design and software design will be included and explained in details. The
system will be tested and some sample data collection will be presented, all to demonstrate the
usefulness of the system. Finally, we will present the problems faced and conclude with a summary
and conclusion of the thesis.
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2.

System Hardware

This system of wireless sensor network is a combination of many hardware and software
components. Figure 1 above shows the logical arrangement of the hardware components. The
hardware components used in this project are shown in Figure 2 below.

Arduino Uno R3

nRF24L01+ radio transceiver
plus antenna

Ethernet Shield R3

I1C/I2C/TWI 1602 serial
16x2 LCD display

Arduino Nano R3

TO-92
DS18B20

Figure.2 System hardware.

The description and function of these hardware will be explain in the subsequent sections.

3.

System Design

The system is built into two main sections, the sensor nodes and the base node(the base station), see
SECTION 1 Figure 1.

3.1 Design of Sensor Node
The sensor nodes consist of Arduino NANO, 1-wire DS18B20 digital temperature sensors, a voltage
sensor circuit, and an nRF24L01+ radio transceiver module (see figure 1). The NANO is based on
Atmel Atmega328 microcontroller which has a clock speed of 16MHz. It has eight analog input pins
and 14 digital I/O pins, making it possible to connect several sensors to a single NANO board. It has a
USB connector for programming. It can receive power in two ways, either from a USB connection or
from battery connection. The input voltage limit is 6V to 20V but 7V to 12V is recommended
10

(SECTION 8 reference[7]). It has a voltage regulator that allows the board to operate at 5V. Sensor
nodes are programmed in the C language and powered by a 9V battery. Figure 3 below shows how
the sensor node was designed.

to NANO 5V
T1

4.7K

D0/RX
D1/TX
D2
D3/PWM
D4

T2

Arduino
nano
3.0

D5/PWM
D6/PWM
D7
D8
D9/PWM
D10/PWM
D11/MOSI/PWM
D12/MISO
D13/SCK
GND
RST
A7
A6

T3

A5
A4
A3
A2
A1
A0

-

Vin
GND
RST
5V
3.3V
REF

+
9V

100K
LED
220 Ohm
100K
10 μF
1 GND
3 CE
5 SCK
7 MISO

VCC
CSN
MOSI
IRQ

GND
2
4
6
8

nRF24L01+
Radio module

Antenna
T1 : 1-Wire DS18B20 Temperature sensor
T2: 1-Wire DS18B20 Temperature sensor
T3: 1-Wire Ds18B20 Temperature sensor

Figure. 3 Schematic drawing of the sensor node
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3.1.1 Voltage Sensor circuit /Software design
A voltage sensor circuit is constructed on each sensor node to enable reporting and monitoring of
the battery state. With this, a battery can be recharged or replaced each time a node reports power
shortage or battery failure. Figure 4 shows the design of a voltage sensor circuit. The design is
essentially a voltage divider circuit. Arduino analog pins support an input voltage between the range
0V to 5V. In order to sense a voltage above 5V using these analog pins, the circuit in Figure.4 was
used to reduce it to the voltage that the analog pin can read.
to Arduino nano ܸ

Battery +
R1Ⴑ

ܸ௨௧

to Arduino nano analog pin A1.

R2Ⴑ
to Arduino nano GND
Figure.4 Voltage sensor circuit.

A low resistance permits high current flow which result to high power dissipation over the resistor.
Power =  ܫଶ ܴ. To avoid power loss, it is important to choose resistors of very high resistance.
R1 = 100k Ohm and R2 = 100k Ohm were used, though not enough to limit power loss. From Figure.4,
the output voltage signal, ܸ௨௧ǡ that probe from the connection point between the resistors is the
voltage that will be read on the Arduino NANO analog pin. This voltage must lie between 0-5V. The
resistors should be changed to adapt to higher battery voltages. Assuming that no power is lost over
the resistors, Equation [1] below shows the calculation of the maximum ܸ௨௧ signal for a full 9V
battery power supply when used with R1 and R2 on the sensor nodes, assuming no power losses.
ܸ௨௧  ൌ 

ோଶ
ோଵାோଶ

  ܸͻ כൌ ͶǤͷܸ

Equation [1]

Using a multi-meter to measure ܸ௨௧ , a slight deviation(4,60V) was obtained, as depicted in
Figure 5 (a) below compared to the calculated result(4,5V). This may be as a result of the theoretical
battery maximum level slightly higher than is shown as labeled 9V battery. Figure 5 shows, (a) the
partial battery voltage 4.60V across a single load resistor R1 or R2 and (b) the full battery voltage
9.24V measured across the load resistors R1 and R2 combined in series.

(a) Maximum measured ܸ௨௧  ݁ݑ݈ܽݒfrom
the voltage divider sensor circuit.

(b) Slight deviation from measured full
9V battery voltage across R1+R2

Figure. 5 Measurements of voltages in the voltage sensor circuit using a Multi-meter
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Arduino has an ADC that converts the received analog signal to a 10 bit precision digital signal. This
gives
ʹଵ ൌ ͳͲʹͶ possible values. This means that the ADC produces a value from 0 to 1023
corresponding to voltages from 0 to 5V.
ܸ௨௧ is the voltage that will be converted by the ADC converter from the Arduino analog pin ( See
Figure 4) . Denoting ܸ௨௧ as ܸ and the corresponding ADC value as ܸ݈ܽ , the maximum
ܸ the Arduino analog pin can read is 5V corresponding to a maximum ܸ݈ܽ of 1023.
This led to the following calculations for monitoring the battery level. Taking an average, for
example, for every 20 ADC values to get better results, and assuming linear discharge of the battery
voltage down to zero, the following calibration for calculating the battery voltage at each level was
obtained.
Maximum ܸ =

5V

Maximum ܸ݈ܽ = 1023
=> 1023 * ܸ = 5 * ܸ݈ܽ
ܸ = (
ܸ = (
ܸ௧

ହכಲವ 
ଵଶଷ

) V

ହכୟ୴ୣ୰ୟୣಲವ 
)
ଵଶଷ

V

= 2 * ܸ

ܸ௧ = 2 * (

ହכୟ୴ୣ୰ୟୣಲವ 
)
ଵଶଷ

V

Equation[2]

Where ܸ௧ is the battery voltage at a certain level that will be reported. The value of ܸ௧ reduces
as the battery power is being used up.
The Arduino NANO board can operate on an unregulated external power supply of limit 6 to 20V on
its Vin pin as mentioned in SECTION 3.1. This means that the alert power shortage should occur or be
alerted when battery voltage is 6.0V. The battery power at 6.0V is therefore considered as 0.0% level
while the 9.0V full battery as 100%. That is, (6.0V - 9.0V) correspond to (0.0% - 100%). This implies
the battery level can only be reported when its level lie between 6.0V to 9.0V.
By calculation, if we consider the situation
if 6.0V  ܸ௧  9.0V
್ೌ ିǤ
כ
ଽǤିǤ

ܸ௧̴௧ = ቀ

ͳͲͲቁ Ψ

Equation [3]

The results Equation [3] for battery voltage levels in percentage are reported to the Base node.
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When a battery becomes bad it will signal at 6.0V level given by the calculation in Equation [4] below
ܸ௧ = 6.0V

if

್ೌ ିǤ

ቀ

ଽǤିǤ

 ͲͲͳ כቁ Ψ ൌ ͲǤͲΨ

Equation [4]

When the battery is full, ܸ௧ = 9.0V
್ೌ ିǤ

ሺ

ଽǤିǤ

 ͲͲͳ כሻΨ ൌ ͳͲͲΨ

Equation [5]

The alert percentage Equation [4] is signaled to the base station.
Depending on choice, the battery level can either be displayed as voltage level or as a voltage
percentage level or both.

3.1.2 The 1-Wire Protocol
Dallas Semiconductor now known as Maxim, produces a family of devices that are controlled through
a proprietary 1-wire protocol. A 1-Wire protocol is a serial signaling protocol that powers and
operates devices over a single connection and ground, thereby significantly reducing interface
complexity. A typical 1-Wire network consist of a single master connected to one or more slaves to
the 1-Wire bus. The protocol is bidirectional and data transmission is bit sequential with LSB
transmitted first. The protocol is used for low-speed and low-power communicating devices. Its
support speeds are 15.4kbps for standard mode and 125kbps for overdrive mode (SECTION 8.0
reference [8]). Each slave device is factory-programmed with unique 64-bit ROM ID, allowing for
easy identification of the 1-Wire devices on the bus. This ROM ID is subdivided into an 8-bit family
code, 48-bit serial number, and an 8-bit CRC. The CRC is used to verify the integrity of the data. In a
multi-slave environment, the master needs no prior knowledge of the slave devices unique IDs. It has
the ability to interrogate the devices on the bus and figure out their unique IDs.

3.1.2.1 Powering 1-Wire devices
These devices can operate in one of two power modes. Either in parasitic power mode or in normal
(external) power mode.
When in parasitic power mode, only two wires are required, the data line(DQ) and ground(GND). The
power line(Vdd) must be connected to ground (see DS18B20 datasheet, SECTION 8 reference [9]). An
external pull-up resistor of 4.7kΩ must be connected from the data line to the 5V supply on the
controller chip. Thus the idle state of the 1-Wire bus is high. In this configuration, devices steal power
from the data line. Figure 6 shows the slave device parasitic power control circuit. For much of the
time, the master controller keeps the voltage in the 1-Wire line between it and the 1-Wire chips at
5V. During this time, the device pull current to charge an internal capacitor to full. This current can go
as high as 1.5 mA, which is usually sufficient when the device is doing a temperature conversion or
copying data from the scratchpad memory to EEPROM. When the slave device is performing one of
these operations, the bus master must keep the bus pulled high to provide power until the operation
is complete. A delay of 750ms is require for the device temperature conversion. During this time, the
14

master cannot do anything, like issuing commands to other devices or polling for the slave's
operation to be completed. The OneWire library makes it possible to have the 1-Wire line held high
after the data is written. Parasitic power is very useful for applications that require remote
temperature sensing or that are very space constrained (see DS18B20 datasheet, SECTION 8
reference [9]). This mode is not recommended for temperatures above +100°C since, for example,
the DS18B20 may not be able to sustain communications due to the higher leakage currents that can
exist at these temperature (see DS18B20 datasheet, SECTION 8 reference [9]).

DS18B20

Vcc
μC

GND DQ Vdd

Ⴑ4.7kΩ
1-Wire BUS

To other
1-Wire Devices

Figure 6. Parasitic Power Supply to 1-Wire Slave Devices

In normal power supply, a three wire connection is needed, the data line, ground, and power. A
4.7kΩ pull-up resistor is still needed between the data line and 5V supply. Figure 7 shows the slave
device normal power control circuit. Like in parasitic power mode, the idle state for the 1-Wire bus is
high. In this mode, the 1-Wire bus is free to carry other traffic during the temperature conversion.
Thus, the conversion request can finish as soon as the device reports is being done. With an external
power supply, a more reliable operation can be achieved, since a dedicated power line is involved for
powering the slave devices. In addition, in applications in which temperatures above +100°C are
likely, such as applications using DS18B20, it is strongly recommended that the device be powered by
an external power supply. See DS18B20 datasheet, SECTION 8 reference [9].

DS18B20

Vcc
μC

GND DQ Vdd

Ⴑ4.7kΩ
1-Wire BUS

External supply

To other
1-Wire Devices

Figure 7. Powering the 1-Wire Slave Devices with an External Supply

Visit SECTION 8 reference [9] to learn more about this section's information.
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3.1.2.2 The 1-Wire transaction Sequence
The transaction sequence for accessing 1-Wire devices on the bus takes play in three phase, as
shown in Figure 8. This sequence must be followed every time the slave device is accessed, as the
device will not work if any steps is missing. Exceptions to this rule are the are Search ROM (0xF0) and
Alarm Search (0xEC) commands. After issuing either of these ROM commands, the master must
return to step 1 in the sequence.

Initialization

ROM Command

Function Command
Figure.8 Three Phase 1-Wire Signaling transaction.

All transactions on the 1-Wire bus begins with an initialization sequence. The initialization sequence
consists of reset pulse transmitted by the bus master followed by presence pulse(s) transmitted by
the slave(s). The presence pulse lets the bus master know that slave devices are on the bus and are
ready to operate. Timing for the reset and presence pulses is detailed in the 1-Wire Signaling section.
See DS18B20 datasheet page10, SECTION 8 reference [9].
After the bus master has detected a presence pulse, it can issue a ROM command. These commands
operate on the unique 64-bit ROM codes of each slave device and allow the master to single out a
specific device if many are present on the 1-Wire bus. These commands also allow the master to
determine how many and what types of devices are present on the bus. There are five ROM
commands, and each command is 8 bits long. The master must issue an appropriate ROM command
before issuing a device function command. See DS18B20 datasheet for more information on the
DS18B20 function commands page10, SECTION 8 reference [9].
After the bus master has used a ROM command to address the device with which it wishes to
communicate, the master can issue one of the device function commands. These commands allow
the master to write and read from the device's scratchpad memory, initiate temperature conversions
and determine the power supply mode. See DS18B20 datasheet page11, SECTION 8 reference [9],
for more information on the DS18B20 function commands page11.
Visit SECTION 8 reference [9] for this section's information.
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3.1.2.3 DS18B20 Temperature Sensors
A sensor node includes a number of 1-Wire DS18B20 temperature sensors (see SECTION 3.1
Figure 3). It is an electronic thermometer that has a high accuracy range ±0.5°C from -10°C to +85°C
with measurable temperature from -55°C to +125°C . Its core functionality is its direct conversion of
sensed temperature to digital format. It provides a user selectable configurable 9, 10, 11,or 12 bits
temperature resolution, corresponding to increments of 0.5°C, 0.25°C, 0.125°C, and 0.0625°C,
respectively. The default resolution at power up is 12-bit. It powers up in a low-power idle state. To
initiate a temperature measurement, the master must issue a convert T (0x44) command. The device
then reads the internal ADC, and when this process is complete, it copies the data into the
scratchpad registers. The length of this conversion process varies depending on the resolution.
DS18B20 converts temperature to 9-bit digital word in 94ms(minimum length) and to 12-bit digital
word in 750ms(maximum length). See DS18B20 datasheet, SECTION 8 reference [9], for more
information. Visit SECTION 8 reference [9] for this section's information.

3.1.2.4 1-Wire Signaling With DS18B20 Temperature Sensors
The DS18B20 temperature sensors uses the 1-Wire protocol for communication to ensure data
integrity. Several signaling types are defined by this protocol: reset pulse, presence pulse, write 0,
write 1, read 0, and read 1. The bus master initiates all these signals, with the exception of the
presence pulse. See SECTION 8 reference [9].

3.1.2.4.1 RESET AND PRESENCE PULSES
During the initiation sequence, a reset pulse is issued from the microcontroller(master) followed by a
presence pulse from the DS18B20 sensor (see figure 9). The presence pulse indicates to the master
that it is on the bus and ready to operate. During the initialization sequence the bus master transmits
(ܶ ) the reset pulse by pulling the 1-Wire bus low for a minimum of 480μs. The bus master then
releases the bus and goes into receive mode (ܴ ). When the bus is released, the 4.7kΩ pull-up
resistor pulls the 1-Wire bus high. When the sensor device detects this rising edge, it waits 15μs to
60μs and then transmits a presence pulse by pulling the 1-Wire bus low for 60μs to 240μs.
Visit SECTION 8 reference [9] for this section's information.
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MASTER TRANSMIT RESET PULSE
480μs minimum
DS18B20
waits 15μs-60μs

MASTER RECEIVE
480μs minimum
DS18B20 transmit
presence pulse
60μs-240μs

5V
1-WIRE BUS
GND

LINE TYPE LEGEND
Bus master pulling low
DS18B20 pulling low
Resistor pull-up

Figure 9. Initialization Timing

3.1.2.4.2 READ/WRITE TIME SLOTS
The bus master writes data to the DS18B20 sensor during write time slots and reads data from the
sensor during read time slots. One bit of data is transmitted over the 1-Wire bus per time slot.

Write Time Slots
During a write time slots, the bus master uses a Write 1 time slot to write a logic 1 to the DS18B20
sensor and a Write 0 time slot to write a logic 0 to the DS18B20 sensor. All write time slots must be a
minimum of 60μs in duration with a 1μs recovery time between individual write slots. Both types of
write time slots are initiated by the master pulling the 1-Wire bus low (see Figure 10).
To generate a Write 1 time slot, after pulling the 1-Wire bus low, the bus master must release the
1-Wire bus within 15μs. When the bus is released, the 4.7kΩ pull-up resistor will pull the bus high. To
generate a Write 0 time slot, after pulling the 1-Wire bus low, the bus master muster continue to
hold the bus low for the duration of the time slot (at least 60μs).
The sensor samples the 1-Wire bus during a window that lasts from 15μs to 60μs after the master
initiates the write time slots. If the bus is high during the sampling window, a 1 is written to the
DS18B20 sensor. If the time is low, a 0 is written to the DS18B20 sensor.
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START OF SLOT
MASTER WRITE "0" SLOT

START OF SLOT
MASTER WRITE "1" SLOT
1 μs < ܶோா < λ
> 1μs

60μs < ܶ < 120μs
5V
1-WIRE BUS
GND
DS18B20 Samples
MIN TYP
MAX
15 μs

15 μs

DS18B20 Samples
MIN
TYP
MAX

30 μs

15 μs

MASTER READ "0" SLOT

15 μs

30 μs

MASTER READ "1" SLOT
1 μs < ܶோா < λ

5V
1-WIRE BUS
GND
> 1 μs
Master sample

Master sample

> 1 μs
15 μs

45 μs

LINE TYPE LEGEND
Bus master pulling low
Resistor pull-up

DS18B20 pulling low

Figure 10. Read/Write Time Slot Timing Diagram

Read Time Slots
The DS18B20 sensor can only transmit data to the master when the master issues read time slots.
Therefore, the master must generate read time slots immediately after issuing a Read Scratchpad
(0xBE) or Read Power Supply (0xB4) command, so that the DS18B20 sensor can provide the
requested data. In addition, the master can generate read time slots after issuing convert T (0X44) or
Recall E (0xB8) command to find out the status of the operation as explained in the DS18B20
Function Commands section (See DS18B20 datasheet, SECTION 8 reference [9]).
All read time slots must be a minimum of 60μs in duration with a minimum of a 1μs recovery time
between slots. A read time slot is initiated by the master device pulling the 1-Wire bus low for a
minimum of 1μs and then releasing a 1 or 0 on the bus (see Figure 10). The sensor chip transmits a 1
by leaving the bus high and transmits a 0 by pulling the bus low. When transmitting a 0, the sensor
chip will release the bus by the end of the time slot, and the bus will be pulled back to its high idle
state by the pull-up resistor. Output data from the DS18B20 sensor is valid for 15μs after the falling
edge that initiated the read time slot. Therefore, the master must release the bus and then sample
the bus state within 15μs from the start of the slot. See DS18B20 datasheet, SECTION 8 reference
[9].for more information . Visit SECTION 8 reference [9] for this section's information.
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3.1.3 The 1-Wire Circuit With DS18B20 Temperature Sensors
The normal power supply is used in this project to power these sensors. Figure 11 shows a single
DS18B20 sensor device , and its pins and connections to the Arduino shown in Table 1. A pull-up
resistor of 4.7kΩ was connected from the data line to +5V. Figure 12 shows the circuit for the 1-wire
interface to the Arduino Nano.

Pin 1 = ground(GND)
Pin 2 = data output line(DQ)
Pin 3 = power line(Vdd)

DS18B20
sensor

Arduino nano

GND
DQ

GND
D2(any digital pin)

Vdd

+5V

Table 1. DS18B20 connection to Arduino NANO
Figure 11. Single DS18B20 Sensor connection leads.

DS18B20
sensor 3

DS18B20
sensor 2

DS18B20
sensor 1

1

Sensor GND to Arduino GND

2

Sensor DQ to Arduino D2
4.7K

3

Sensor Vdd to Arduino +5V

Figure 12 Three DS18B20 sensors in normal power mode 1-Wire interface circuit

Figure 12 shows the arrangement when the 1-Wire sensors are used in the 1-Wire circuit. Three
DS18B20 temperature sensor devices were used( see figure 12 ) to sense the temperature from three
different locations, for example, three different rooms in a school building. This required knowing the
internal address of each sensor on the bus to know which sensor data is to be collected. Before
attaching the three sensors together as show in Figure 12, a test program was first used to find the
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address of each DS18B20 sensor device connected one at a time using a breadboard. The address
obtained from the Arduino serial monitor was then copied and pasted to a text file, save and later
hard code in the node's sketch for multiple sensors, assigning each address to the right sensor. This
is an 8 bytes address in hex format. It is important to label your sensors and put them in their right
storage positions after getting the addresses. The labels are, DS18B20 sensor 1 in the first storage
position, DS18B20 sensor 2 in the second, and DS18B20 sensor 3 in the third, as shown in Figure 12
above.
During operation of the node, when a device is not found, an error getting the device is reported.
For communication with these chips, two readymade libraries downloadable from the internet were
used. These are, the OneWire and DallasTemperature libraries (see SECTION 8, reference [10] and
[11] respectively). They were included in the sketch(software program) in order to run the
temperature sensors. Because calibration of temperature was done when manufacturing these
devices, all you need to do is to use some functions to request for data, collect, and sent to the base
station. How data is collected from the devices is explained in SECTION 3.1.2.2 above.
The collected data from the temperature sensors, together with data from the voltage
sensor(SECTION 3.1.1), are put in a structure and send to the base node(base station) via the radio.

3.1.4 How the nRF24L01(+) radio is used on the nodes
For wireless communication the 2.4GHz nRF24L01(+) radio transceiver IC, that operates within the
ISM band, was used (see SECTION 2 Figure 2). The transceiver IC integrates a RF synthesizer, and
baseband logic including the Enhanced Shock Burst hardware protocol accelerator supporting a highspeed SPI interface for the application controller(SECTION 8 reference [12]). The chip has the SPI
clock speed of up to 10Mhz. The 2.4GHz wireless nRF24L01(+) module used has a powerful
transmission/reception capability, making use of the power amplifier (PA) and the low noise
amplifier (LNA) full two-way enhanced power capability. The PA control is used to set the output
power from the RF Transceiver power amplifier(PA). The power range from 0dBm to -18dBm in the
transmission mode. The radio is capable of three air data rate mode 2Mbps, 1Mbps, and 250Kbps.
With 2dB Antenna and data rate of 250kbps, the transmission distance can be up to 1km
meters(3000feet) in open area, about 750 meters with 1Mbps data rate and about 520 meters with
2Mbps data rate. Actually, the transmission range is very much dependent on the situation. Its range
is more in open area than indoors. In indoors, it range is effected by other materials like walls. The
radio uses RF channel frequency for its communication with other radio chips. The RF channel
frequency determines the center of the channel used by the RF Transceiver. The channel occupies
bandwidth of 2MHz, 1MHz, and less than 1MHz for data rate 2Mbps, 1Mbps, 250Kbp, respectively.
The resolution of the RF channel frequency setting is 1MHz. The 2Mbps data rate occupies a wider
bandwidth than the resolution of the RF channel frequency setting. This pose an addition constrain
to ensure non-overlapping channels in 2Mbps mode, which must be 2MHz or more. At 1Mbps the
channel bandwidth is the same as the resolution of the RF frequency setting. The 1MHz air data rate
was used in this project. To be able to communicate, both this data rate and the corresponding RF
channel frequency must be programmed on the transmitter and receiver.
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In addition to the high air data rate, this radio transceiver has the capability to both send and receive
data in 'packets' of several bytes(32bytes max) at a time. Auto acknowledgement is enabled on the
radio chip by default to automatically transmits an acknowledged packet after it has been received
and validated. This help track packet losses. This chip has a built-in error correction to check packet
integrity and an auto retransmit feature to retransmit packets that were not received. It is possible to
have one unit communicate with up to six similar units in an organized manner using the multiCeiver
feature that is used only in the receive mode( SECTION 8 reference [13] ).
The radio is powered down after each transmission and only power up again when it is time to
transmit. Powering down the radio after transmission saves power. For more information about this
radio chip (see SECTION 8 reference [13]).
Signal

nRF24L01+

VCC
GND
CE
CSN
SCK
MOSI
MISO
IRQ

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Arduino pins
used in respect to
RF24 Library
3.3V
GND
9
10
13
11
12
2(unused)

Note:
CE and CSN can be any Arduino digital pin.
Pin 8(IRQ) is not used since the status
register is used as an indicator when a packet
is received or transmitted.

Table 2. nRF24L01(+) pin connection to Arduino sensor node

3.1.4.1 The RF24 radio driver
This section describes the design and operation of the radio driver. In this project, the nRF24L01(+)
radio is driven by the RF24 library, see SECTION 8 reference [14]. It enables communicate with the
microcontroller chip via the serial SPI interface. For this radio chip, the library uses the SPI bus (see
SECTION 3.1.4.2) plus two other microcontroller pins for CE and CSN (see Table 2). CE and CSN are
used for the radio chip enable and select pins, respectively, and are set when an instance of RF24
object is used in your program. These pins can be any digital pins on the microcontroller, provided no
other device is using them. The radio chip supports a maximum SPI speed of 10Mhz. The speed at
which the nRF24L01(+) radio communicates with the Arduino microcontroller chip is controlled by
the Arduino's clock speed. For the Arduino to talk with the radio chip on the SPI interface, it must set
a clock speed that is less than or equal the radio speed for the SPI interface. The Arduino's CPU runs
at 16MHz clock speed. This clock speed must be reduced to match the SPI radio speed. This is done
by dividing the Arduino clock by a clock divisor. For example, dividing 16MHZ by 2 gives 8MHz, which
can be use to run the SPI interface.
To start communication with the radio module, the Arduino SPI clock is set to clock polarity equal to
zero and clock phase to zero. This mean that the SPI clock must be pulled LOW before the chip select
is activated. The chip select (CSN) line is normally pulled to ACTIVE LOW when activated for data
transfer to start, and deactivated after data transfer. For data transfer mode, bit transfer is set to
MSBit FIRST. This means that when operating on a read/write register, the data byte registers will be
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accessed by read/write with the MSBit first , starting with the LSByte first. The content of the status
register will always be read to SPI MISO(Master Input, Slave Output) after a HIGH to LOW transition
on CSN, to inform the master about the status of the Receive Registers.

3.1.4.2 General Overview on Data Transmission on the SPI Interface

The SPI bus specifies four logic signals:
SCLK : Serial Clock (output from master).
MOSI : Master Output, Slave Input (output from master).
MISO : Master Input, Slave Output (output from slave).
CSN: Slave Select (active low, output from master).
To begin communication, the bus master configures the clock, using a frequency supported by the
slave device, typically up to a few MHz. The master then selects the slave device with a logic level 0
on the select line. If a waiting period is required, such as for analog-to-digital conversion, the master
must wait for at least that period of time before issuing clock cycles.
During each SPI clock cycle, a full duplex data transmission occurs. The master sends a bit on the
MOSI line and the slave reads it, while the slave sends a bit on the MISO line and the master reads it.
This sequence is maintained even when only one-directional data transfer is intended.
Transmissions normally involve two shift registers of some given word size, such as eight bits, one in
the master and one in the slave; they are connected in a virtual ring topology. Data is usually shifted
out with the most-significant bit first, while shifting a new least-significant bit into the same register.
After that register has been shifted out, the master and slave have exchanged register values. If more
data needs to be exchanged, the shift registers are reloaded and the process repeats. Transmission
may continue for any number of clock cycles. When complete, the master stops toggling the clock
signal, and typically deselects the slave.
Transmissions often consist of 8-bit words, though other words sizes are common. Every slave on the
bus that has not been activated using its chip select line must disregard the input clock and MOSI
signals, and must not drive MISO. The master must select only one slave at a time. Figure 13 below
illustrates the data transmission between master and slave.
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Master

Slave

Memory
0 1

2 3

4 5 6

Memory

SCK
7

MOSI

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

MISO

Figure 13. A typical hardware setup using two shift registers to form an inter-chip circular buffer
The material in this section was extracted from SECTION 8 reference [15] (date: 06/2015 )

3.1.4.3 Network layer design for the nRF24L01(+) radio
The network layer for the sensor network system uses the RF24Network library for the nRF24L01(+)
radio module running on Arduino. It implements an OSI Network Layer (see SECTION 8
reference[16]) using the radio chip driven by the RF24 library. Its goal is to improve the efficiency,
reliability, and speed of the network (See SECTION 8 reference[17] for more information). It makes
communication between the base node and the sensor nodes simple.
This layer does not provide dynamic address assignment. Each node must be assigned a 16bit host
address. This address exactly describes the position of the node in the network. When the network
layer is initiated it provides the RF channel to operate on and the logical address for the operating
node. It is responsible for message routing between the base node and the sensor nodes. When
sending a message using this class, you fill in the header with the logical node address. The network
layer figures out the right path to find that node, and sends it through the system until it gets to the
right place. It then returns whether the message was successfully received in the form of auto
acknowledgement. If a message was not received, the packet is resent. It ensures that all the
available messages in the three separate 32 bytes Receive and Transmit FIFOs register are read/write
before advancing to any next incoming/outgoing message to or from the FIFO Receive/Transmit
registers. It returns the total number of bytes copied in the message.
All the work that takes place in the network is handled by an update function that must be called
regularly to keep the network active, otherwise, the network will miss packets. When a sensor node
starts up, it has to synchronize with the base node to establish communication. By default all nodes
are always listening, so messages will quickly reach their destination. A node can join the network
without any changes to any existing nodes. Thus, forming some sort of Ad-hoc joining network. The
layer forms the layout of a capable and scalable Wireless Sensor Network system.

frame structure for all nodes - on air frame
We have used the SHOCHBURST for the radio frame structure. The frame structure is shown below.
Preamble
1 byte

Destination Address
2 byte

Payload
32 byte

CRC
1 byte
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See SECTION 8 reference[9] for more information about section 3.1.4.3.

3.1.5 Summary operation of the sensor node
The operation of the sensor node is summarized as shown in the flow chart in figure 14 below.

START
Receive data from
sensor devices

Sleep node 10sec ?

No

Yes
Send data to SPI
port

Data stack for
data analysis

start radio

start network

Not sending

Send data to
Base station

Send OK

ACK

No

Yes
Waited >=2 sec?

Yes

No
Power down radio

Figure 14. A flow chart summary of the sensor node operation
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This node uses a battery for powering its operation. In a battery powered system, higher radio data
rates and more frequent radio use consume more power. Often three years of battery life is
required. To extend battery life, a wireless sensor network periodically wakes up and transmits data
by powering "on" the radio and then power it back "off" to conserve energy. Wireless sensor
network radio technology must efficiently transmit a signal and allow the system to go back to sleep
with minimum power use. This means that the processor involved must also be able to wake, power
up, and return to sleep mode efficiently. Microprocessors aim at reducing power consumption while
maintaining or increasing processor speed. This makes the Arduino NANO a good option for battery
powering.
For above reason, the sensor nodes are set to sleep for 10 seconds and the radio powered down
when not transmitting, to save energy.
The sensor nodes, therefore, undergo the following operation when transmitting data to the base
station. When the sensor node starts, it starts with some initiations, such as, initiating the I-Wire line,
some variables, the SPI interface, the radio and the network. The radio is initially powered down
before transmission starts. After initiation, and the node is about to start transmitting, the node
request for sensor data . It collect this data together with other node's data, put in a packet and
ready to transmit. When the node is about to transmit, the radio is powered up, and the packet is
transmitted. The radio will continue to transmit available packets and each time before any
transmission, the node checks the time deference between previous transmission and the next
transmission time. If time difference is less than 2 seconds it stops transmitting, otherwise it
continue to transmit. When the node stops transmitting , the radio is powered down and the node
goes to sleep for 10 seconds. After 10 seconds the node is powered up again, and the process of
transmission is repeated. The radio is automatically power up during transmission time.
The network handles the channel and frames that contain the destination address, the message, and
error control. Each time data is sent and was successfully sent, an auto-acknowledgement is
received. A frame is retransmitted when not acknowledged.

3.2 Design of Base Node
The design of the Base node uses Arduino Uno 3.0, Arduino Ethernet Shield 3.0 (WizNet W5100
controller), IIC/I2C/TWI 1602 serial 16X2 LCD Display, and the nRF24L01+ radio module (described in
SECTION 3.1.3). These hardware are shown in SECTION 2. The schematic representation of the base
node is shown in Figure 15 below.
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Figure 15. Schematic drawing of the connections to Base node Arduino
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The same libraries, radio driver, and the radio network layer as explained in SECTIONS 3.1.3, section
3.1.4.1, SECTION 3.1.4.3 were used in the same way to implement the radio of this node.

3.2.1 Arduino UNO 3.0
Like the NANO, Arduino Uno 3.0 is based on Atmel Atmega328 microcontroller and has a clock speed
of 16MHz. It has 6 analog input pins and 14 digital I/O pins. It has a USB connection, DC power jack,
ICSP header and a reset button. In this project, the board is programmed using the version 1.0.6
Arduino Software(IDE). It can be powered through the USB connection(5V) or with a regulated 5V
from an external power supply. The power source is selected automatically. External power can
come either from a battery connected to the board's GND and Vin pins, or from an AC-to-DC adapter
(wall-wart) plugged into the power jack. The board can operate on an external power supply from 6
to 20V. However, if supplied with less than 7V, the 5V pin may supply less than five volts and the
board may become unstable. If supply more than 12V, the voltage regulator may overheat and
damage the board. 7 to 12V is recommended for an external supply. See the data sheet (SECTION 8
reference[18]) for more information about Arduino Uno 3.0. The serial monitor on the Arduino
software(IDE) is used to display data received from the Arduino board via a USB connection.

3.2.2 Arduino Ethernet Shield 3.0
The Arduino Uno provides header pins that are compatible with the Arduino Ethernet Shield 3.0
mounting. The Arduino Ethernet Shield allows the Arduino board to connect to the internet. It is
based on the WizNet W5100 Ethernet chip that provides a network IP address. It connects to the
internet via an Ethernet cable(RJ45) connection. Its operating voltage is 5V supplied from the
Arduino board. It has an onboard micro SD card slot which can be used to store files. It includes a
reset button to ensure that the chip is properly reset on power up. The Ethernet Shield is a slave
device to the Arduino base board and communication is bidirectional through the serial SPI protocol.
Pin 10 of the Arduino is specially used for Ethernet Shield SPI select pin(CSN) and must not be used
for any other device. The other three SPI pins (11, 12, 13) can be shared with other devices chained
on this base board. Because of this, the nRF24L01+ operating on the Base station used a different
CSN pin compared to the one mentioned in SECTION 3.1.3 Table 2. How the nRF24L01+ SPI pins are
chained with the Ethernet shield SPI pins on the same Arduino Uno board can be seen in SECTION 3.2
Figure 15 .

3.2.3 IIC/I2C/TWI 1602 Serial 16X2 LCD Display
To avoid shortage of the Arduino pins and/or congestion that occurs from using many wires, the four
wire IIC/I2C/TWI 1602 serial 16X2 LCD Display was used on the base board to display the received
sensor data. This greatly reduced the wiring constrain of using many digital pin and uses only the
power pins (GND pin and 5 V pin) for its power, and I2C pins ( A4(SDA) and A5(SCL) for data and
clock, respectively). It has a potentiometer for adjusting the contrast.
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3.2.4 The Pin out Table for the Base Node
Table 3. below explains the pins connections for the base node.

Signal

Arduino pins used for
Ethernet Shield 3.0
WizNet(W5100)

nRF24L01+
pins

Arduino pins used
for RF24 library

Arduino pins
used for LCD
Display

Vcc
GND
CE
CSN
SCK
MOSI
MISO
IRQ

5V
GND

1
2
3
4
5 (SPI)
6 (SPI)
7 (SPI)
8

3.3V
GND
9
8
13 (SPI)
11 (SPI)
12 (SPI)
2(unused)

5V
GND

10 (SPI)
13 (SPI)
11 (SPI)
12 (SPI)

A4(SDA)
A5(SCL)

SDA(I²C)
SCL(I²C)

Table 3 . Pinout for the base node

3.2.5 SPI Slaves configuration ( chaining SPI slave devices together )
In this configuration, there is an independent chip select line for each slave. This is the way SPI is
normally used. Since the MISO pins of the slaves are connected together, they are required to be
tri-state pins (high, low or high-impedance). LOW when activated, HIGH when deactivated, and
HIGH-impedance when neither activated nor deactivated. This configuring was adopted in this
project where the SPI slaves devices(Ethernet shield and nRF24L01(+) radio) were used in the base
station node. Figure 16 illustrates this configuration.

SPI
Master
(e.g Arduino Uno)

SCK
MOSI
MISO
CSN1
CSN2

SCK
MOSI
MISO
CSN

SPI
Slave1 (e.g Ethernet shield)

SCK
MOSI
MISO
CSN

SPI
Slave2 (e.g nRF24L01+)

Figure 16. Typical SPI bus: master and two independent slaves
The material in this section was extracted from SECTION 8 reference [15] (date: 06/2015 )
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3.2.6 Base Node Operation
The base node controls the entire network. All data entering and leaving the RF module is sent
through frames. A simple frame-based communication scheme is designed to function in the network
to sent data from a sensor node to the base station. The base node searches for available sensor
nodes, one at a time, using a unicast communication mode. A sensor node is identified on the
network through its 16 bit address and the transmitting channel. The sensor node will then send it
data in a frame with the header containing the 16 bit destination base node address together with
the size of data sent. When the network start, it begins with settings such as a 2Mbps data rate and a
1bytes CRC. When the base node receive this frame (in another words, if the write() statement is
successful ), an acknowledgement is sent to the sensor node. The base station application processes
the received frame to get the payload information and store them in the right data structure.
Figure 17 below shows the function building blocks of the base station that includes, the gateway,
data structure and the Web application. The gateway is the intermediate layer between the sensor
nodes and the web application (SECTION 8 reference [1]). It sends out configurations and data
collection commands from sensor nodes, process and inserts the data received from the sensor
nodes into the data structure and then to the web page of the web application where it can be
accessed through the internet.
nRF24L01+

Packet Receiver

ACK

Packet Queue
Gateway
Packet Process

Select Configurations

Sensor data

Commands

Data structure
Web page

Web server
Web
Application
HTML Web interface

Ethernet

Router/Internet

Figure 17. Base station functional block diagram
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Programming of the base station is done in C and HTML. Users can access the HTML Web interface
through the Ethernet connection within the local area network or from anywhere on the Internet.

3.2.7 Design of the Web Interface
The Ethernet shield was used with Arduino as described in SECTION 3.2.2. Arduino is set up with
Ethernet Shield as a Web server. It includes the technologies HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) and
HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) to build the Web server. HTTP is used by the Web to define
how data are formatted and transferred while HTML is used to achieve formatting and display of
Web page. The Arduino web server is used to serve up the HTML web page used to implement the
client side web interface. The web page is used to host the data received from the sensor nodes. The
sensor data are first stored in the Arduino data structure and then inserted into the web page so that
they can be retrieved in a web browser. For the browser/server to communicate, two important
device addresses, the MAC address and the IP address, must be configured. To do this, first, the IP
address and the subnet Mask of the PC to be used are found. These are then used to determine the
address range of the PC. The Arduino is assigned an IP address within this range, provided no other
device on the LAN is assigned this address. The MAC address can be found on the sticker on the back
side of the Ethernet Shield being used.
After loading the web server program to Arduino, the web page is shown by entering the server IP
address into the URL field of the web browser. The web browser then connects to the Arduino web
server, and the received sensor data are displayed in the browser. These values are updated every 5
seconds.
In the client/server communication, when you surf to the IP address of the Arduino Web server, the
Web browser(client) will send a request to the server. When the request for the Web page is
received, the server will first response with a standard HTTP header, and then the Web page itself.
Both request and response packets are part of the HTTP.

3.2.8 Design of the LCD display user Interface
The design of the LCD user interface is used to display the sensor data. It is used as described in
SECTION 3.2.3. Its pins connection to Arduino are shown in Table 3. All data received and stored in
the Arduino data structure are displayed and viewed using this interface. For this module to work,
two libraries were added in the program, the LiquidCrystal_I2C and the wire libraries (see SECTION
9, reference [19] and [20] respectively). Data from a particular sensor node is displayed for few
seconds on the LCD and then cleared to display the next sensor node data. The process repeats as
new data are received from the nodes in succession.
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3.3 Use of LEDs
Two LEDs were wired on the base station. LED1 to indicate when data is received or successfully
synchronized with the transmitter node and LED2 is set to blink when the battery is bad and needs to
be recharged. Like the base node, the sensor nodes included an LED that acted as an indicator to
indicate whether data was sent or successfully synchronized with the base station receiver.
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4. Experimental Results
A base station(base node) and two sensor nodes were experimented in this project. Depending on
the software, you can restrict the number of sensor nodes needed in your network. The software
developed in this project provided needs for identification of a maximum of five sensor nodes. This
means that, two additional correctly programmed sensor nodes can be automatically added to the
network when in range with the base node. This limit was just for experimental purposes.
Theoretically, the network can support up to 65,536 possible nodes, which is only limited by the
16-bit nodes network ID. An assigned sensor node network ID must be recognized by the Base
receiver node in order to synchronize and process its data. The base station is considered node 0, a
16 bit network ID value of zero while the sensor nodes are given a correspondent 16-bit network IDs ,
for example, sensor node 1 has a value of 1, sensor node 2 has a value of 2, and so on.
The experimental setup of this experiment and some results are as depicted in Figure 18. Other
results are shown in SECTIONS 4.1 and 4.2 below.

Figure 18. Experimental setup and sample results of the overall network system

Figure 18 shows data received at periodic intervals from the sensor nodes. Three nodes are shown
with their node IDs labeled on them for identification. The base node communication with the sensor
nodes can be seen synchronized at different times indicated by the LEDs. The picture at the moment
shows an active communication between the base node(Node 0) and the sensor node 1. After some
few seconds sensor node 1 will stop transmitting and later the base node starts communicating with
sensor node 2. During communication, the received data are shown on the LCD Display, on the PC via
the serial monitor, and as Web page in the PC browser. These all showed the same data received at
the base station from the sensor nodes.
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4.1 Sample data from LCD Display and Serial monitor
The LCD used in this project cannot display all the received data from a particular sensor node at
once because of its limited number of Characters. Hence, the LCD is programmed to display sections
of the received sensor data at different times. Figure 19 shows part of the data received from sensor
Node 1 at the time showing temperature reading from the DS18B20 sensor 3 as T3 = 21.0 C and the
battery voltage at this point as percentage is V = 90%. This readings will last for 2 seconds, cleared
and the other segment of the received data will be displayed. This process is repeated for the
different sensor data received.

Figure 19. Display showing sample data received from sensor node 1

4.2 Sample data from Web page
The web page was regularly updated with the received sensor data. Figure 20 shows the type of
sensors and the data they provided in this project. The browser was made to refresh every 5 seconds
so that newly received data from the Web page could be seen on the browser. Figure 20 shows
sample web page on the web browser of the received data from sensor nodes 1 and 2.
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(a) Web page sensors data from sensor node 1

(b) Web page sensors data from sensor node 2

Figure 20. Sample Web page sensor data received by Base station and displayed on a PC
When a sensor node is sleeping or out of range it is indicated and removed from the list of
transmitting sensor nodes.

5.

Problems encountered

1. There was a problem having the nRF24L0(+) radio modules work. In the first use, the radios were
seen working. After some days, they stopped working. The radios refused to work again after a series
attempts. A further research on this, suggested the use of 10μF capacitor connected directly on the
module between the +3.3V and GND (SECTION 8 reference[21]). This was done and it worked again.
To experiment more, the capacitors were detached, and some adjustments were made in making the
wiring more stable. This had the modules working again without a capacitor. However, using a
capacitor on the modules is recommended because the 3.3V power to the module does not have
enough current capability (SECTION 8 reference[21]) .
2. We had problems with receiving garbage instead of real data in the serial monitor. On
researching on the internet, we discovered that there was a mismatch of configured speed between
our code and the serial port on PC. This was adjusted and data was then received correctly. The
same baud rate must be configured, for example, 9600 bps on both ends.
3. When 4.7kΩ resistor was not used between the data line(bus) and power line The 1-Wire circuit
failed to work and no sensor data was collected from the data line. When a 4.7kΩ resistor was
attached, the sensor data were then collected. The 4.7kΩ resistor must be used to pull up the data
line to the idle high state for the 1-Wire circuit to work.
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4. It is very important to remember about the payload size that can be transmitted over the radio.
We had some problems on adjusting this. It must not go above 32bytes for the nRF24L01+ radio
module we have used (SECTION 8 reference[13]).

6.

Summary and Conclusion

In this research and development paper, we have presented a dynamic wireless sensor network
system that is based on the Arduino platform. It utilized the Arduino open-source software. Three
nodes(the base node and two sensor nodes) were deployed with a possibility for more nodes, each
used the nRF24L01+ for its radio. The project focused on using the 1-Wire sensor types. For this
purpose, we used six DS18B20 temperature sensor, three on each sensor node spread out to take
different temperature readings. Because we needed a way to ensure that power is being fed to the
sensor nodes continuously, we designed in addition, a voltage sensor circuit which worked
accurately for the purpose of monitoring the battery level, and providing information when to
recharge or change the battery.
Data sent from the sensor nodes were successfully received at the base station, reported to the LCD
display and serial monitor, and retrieved from Arduino Web server to a Web browser. Unconnected
nodes were indicated and removed from the list. When a node was brought in range again it was
immediately connected and added to the list with its sensor received data. It was possible to add
new sensors and sensor nodes in the system, and at varying positions, thus makes the system
scalable and flexible. Overall, a low-cost dynamic wireless sensor network system was in effect
implemented.
For future implementation, such a system can be expanded to a wireless mesh sensor network
system. A wireless mesh network is explained in SECTION 9 reference[22]. Additionally, the web
interface can be further developed to implement more functionality for data virtualization,
management, and analysis for better user interface and user experience, as seen in SECTION 8
reference[23].
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7.

Abbreviations

CRC

Cyclic Redundancy Check

CSN

SPI Chip Select (Chip Select NOT)

IP

Internet Protocol

RF

Radio Frequency

LAN

Local Area Network

URL

Uniform Resource Locator

LCD

Liquid Crystal Display

IRQ

Interrupt Request

μC

Microcontroller

SPI

Serial Peripheral Interface

MAC

Media Access Control

USB

Universal Serial Bus

ADC

Analog to Digital Converter

GND

Ground

OSI

Open Systems Interconnection

Ad-hoc

Link between two directly connected computers

Vdd

Power supply

IC

Integrated Circuit

ISM

Industrial, Scientific and Medical

SDA

Serial Data Line

SCL

Serial Clock Line

FIFO

First In First Out

I1C

Integrated Circuit

I²C(I2C)

Inter-Integrated Circuit ( uses two bidirectional open drain lines SDA and SCL)

TWI

Two Wire Interface ( alternative symbol for I²C )
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